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Acceptor Levels in p-Type Cu2 O: Rationalizing Theory and Experiment
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Understanding conduction in Cu2 O is vital to the optimization of Cu-based p-type transparent conducting oxides. Using a screened hybrid–density-functional approach we have investigated the formation
of p-type defects in Cu2 O giving rise to single-particle levels that are deep in the band gap, consistent with
experimentally observed activated, polaronic conduction. Our calculated transition levels for simple and
split copper vacancies explain the source of the two distinct hole states seen in DLTS experiments. The
necessity of techniques that go beyond the present generalized-gradient- and local-density-approximation
techniques for accurately describing p-type defects in Cu(I)-based oxides is discussed.
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Cuprous oxide (Cu2 O) is a prototypical p-type conducting oxide with applications in photovoltaics, dilute magnetic semiconductors, low cost solar cells, gas sensors, and
catalysis [1]. Cu2 O is also the parent compound of many
p-type transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) such as
CuMO2 delafossites (M ¼ Al, Cr, B, In, Ga, etc.) [2] and
SrCu2 O2 [3], which are thought to retain the valenceband features and conduction mechanisms of Cu2 O [4].
The design and fabrication of high figure of merit p-type
TCOs is a major goal for materials scientists, as this
will enable ‘‘invisible electronics’’ based on transparent
p-n junctions. An understanding of the defect chemistry and conduction properties of Cu2 O is therefore vital
to the optimization of these technologically important
Cu(I)-based p-type TCOs.
The conduction behavior Cu2 O is not that of classical
semiconductors, but occurs by a polaronic hopping mechanism [5–7], demonstrated by Arrhenius-like temperature
dependence [8–11]. Conduction arises due to oxygen excess exhibited as copper vacancies, VCu , or oxygen interstitials, Oi . These defects introduce hole states above the
valence-band maximum (VBM), due to the oxidation of
Cu(I) to Cu(II) [12].
In Cu2 O hole states (acceptor levels) have been reported in experiments in the range 0.12–0.70 eV above
the VBM [13–19]. The exact nature of the defects that
give rise to these states has, however, been a source of
controversy [13–23]. Deep level transient spectroscopy
(DLTS) has shown the presence of hole traps 0.45–
0.55 eV above the VBM [13–15], attributed to structural
anomalies, such as CuO islands. A recent DLTS study,
with a broader temperature range of 100 to 350 K, reported
two trap levels [19]. A hole trap at 0.45 eV above the
VBM, as identified previously, was attributed to VCu ,
and a new trap level at 0.25 eV was tentatively assigned
to a Cu divacancy.
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p-type defects in Cu2 O have received limited attention
in theoretical studies [22–25]. Wright et al. studied the
energetics of VCu in Cu2 O using density-functional theory
(DFT) and the local density approximation (LDA) [25],
and found that a ‘‘simple’’ copper vacancy, VCu , in which
one Cu is removed leaving two three-coordinate oxygens,
split
is less stable than a ‘‘split’’ vacancy geometry, VCu
, where
one remaining Cu moves toward the vacancy site, to
achieve tetrahedral coordination. DFT-generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and DFT-GGA þ U techniques
were used by Nolan and Elliott, who reported that VCu was
split
0.06 eV more favorable than VCu
[22]. Delocalized states
were reported for each vacancy with both methods, with
defect bands crossing the Fermi level resulting in a notionally metallic system.
Raebiger et al. studied intrinsic defects in Cu2 O using
GGA with the addition of a posteriori corrections to correct
defect energies and transition levels [23]. They found VCu
to be the most favored defect, and hence suggested it as the
most likely source of p-type charge carriers. The calculated (0=  1) transition level for VCu was 0:28 eV,
which the authors equated to the trap at 0.25 eV reported
in the DLTS study of Paul et al. [19]. These calculated
levels, however, included a rigid shift of 0.32 eV applied to
the VBM of the GGA calculation, derived from a separate
reference GGA þ U bulk calculation, which can introduce
inaccuracies to level positions [26].
For all previous GGA calculations, the single-particle
levels (SPL, or raw eigenvalues) of the hole states for VCu
were resonant in the VB, leading to predictions of metallic
conductivity [22–24]. This is inconsistent with the activated, polaronic, experimental behavior, however, and suggests post-LDA and -GGA methods are necessary for
modeling p-type defects in Cu2 O.
In this Letter we present a hybrid-DFT examination of
the single-particle levels and transition levels of acceptor-
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level–forming defects in Cu2 O. Hybrid-DFT incorporates a
proportion of nonlocal exact Hartree-Fock exchange that
acts to correct the self-interaction error (SIE) inherent to
GGA and LDA functionals [27], and which is responsible
for the delocalized nature of the semimetallic hole states
obtained with GGA [22–24]. We report for the first time
distinct single-particle levels above the VBM for all p-type
defects investigated; a finding congruous with the polaronic behavior expected from experiment. We demonstrate
split
the most favored defect is VCu
, with VCu also expected to
be present in experimental samples. The transition levels
for these two favored defects explain the appearance of the
two distinct hole traps seen in DLTS experiments. Thus the
use of methods beyond GGA and LDA are shown to
successfully model p-type defects in Cu2 O. It is expected
that these results will serve as a guide to understanding
defect physics and conductivity in Cu(I)-based TCOs.
Method.—As defects in Cu2 O are polaronic [6,7], we
utilize a hybrid-DFT approach to counteract the problems
associated with the SIE inherent to standard GGA and
LDA functionals [27]. Post-LDA and -GGA methods
have been shown to be necessary for a number of correlated materials where polaronic defects have proved problematic for standard functionals due to the SIE [28,29].
Hybrid-DFT functionals have recently become more computationally tractable, and have become invaluable in solid
state simulations, often providing better structural data and
more accurate band gaps [30–32]. We used the screened
HSE hybrid density functional [33], as implemented in the
VASP code [34]. The value of exact nonlocal exchange, ,
was 27.5%, which gives a band gap of 2.12 eV, in excellent
agreement with the experimentally measured band gap of
2.17 eV [35]. Interactions between the cores (Cu:[Ar] and
O:[He]) and the valence electrons were described using the
PAW method [36]. A plane wave cutoff of 400 eV and
k-point sampling of 4  4  4 for stoichiometric Cu2 O
were used, and the structure was deemed to be converged
when the forces on all the atoms were less than
 1 . Defects were calculated in a cubic 2  2 
0:01 eV A
2 (48 atom) supercell, and all calculations were spin
polarized.
The formation enthalpy of a defect with charge state q is
X
Hf ðD; qÞ ¼ ðED;q  EH Þ þ ni ðEi þ i Þ þ qEF ; (1)
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The lower limit for O , which characterizes a Cu-rich–
O-poor environment, is determined by the formation of
metallic Cu: Cu ¼ 0 eV; O ¼ 1:59 eV. The upper
bound of O (Cu-poor–O-rich) is limited by CuO formation: Cu þ O  HfCuO ¼ 1:46 eV, which yields
Cu ¼ 0:13 eV; O ¼ 1:34 eV. EF ranges from
the VBM (EF ¼ 0 eV) to the CBM (EF ¼ 2:17 eV).
H
VBM is the VBM eigenvalue of the host bulk and vðDÞ
is the core-level alignment of the defective and bulk
H
cells, given by vðDÞ ¼ far
core;1s ðD; qÞ  core;1s , where
far
core;1s ðD; qÞ is the O 1s core energy level of the furthest
O atom from the defect location, and H
core;1s is the O 1s
core energy level for the host supercell. The thermodynamic ionization (transition) levels of a given defect,
D ðq=q0 Þ, are equal to the Fermi-level for which charge
states q and q0 have equal energy:
D ðq=q0 Þ ¼

H f ðD; qÞ  H f ðD; q0 Þ
:
q0  q

(3)

These transition levels can be compared directly to the
levels reported in experiments where the final charge state
can relax to its equilibrium configuration after the transition, of which DLTS is particularly appropriate [37].
Localization versus delocalization of hole states.—All
the defects display acceptor SPL deep in the band gap
(Fig. 1 and Table I), as expected for a polaronic system,
and thus in agreement with experimental data. This is in
contrast to the delocalized defect states predicted by previous calculations performed with standard GGA functionals [22–24]. Raebiger et al. proposed p-type
conductivity in Cu2 O is due to holes produced by VCu ,
which reside in ‘‘delocalized, valence-band-like perturbedhost states’’ and not split off ‘‘defect-localized’’ states [23].
Such a description is, however, at variance with the experimentally known activated, polaronic, hopping mechanism
[6,7]. It is noteworthy that the typical resistivity of Cu2 O is
35  cm [38], which is considerably higher than the resistivities expected for classical band-conducting semiconductors, but which is in keeping with our calculated SPL
being deep in the band gap.
Analysis of the hole charge densities associated with
these defects reveals distinct polaronic centers. The hole

i

where EF ¼ EF þ H
VBM þ vðDÞ:

(2)

EH is the total energy of the stoichiometric host supercell
and ED;q is the total energy of the defective cell. Elemental
reference energies, Ei , were obtained from calculations on
the constituent elements in their standard states, i.e., O2ðgÞ
and CuðsÞ . n is the number of atoms atom formally added to
an external reservoir. The chemical potentials, i , reflect
the specific equilibrium growth conditions, within the
global constraint of the calculated enthalpy of the host, in
this instance Cu2 O: 2Cu þ O ¼ HfCu2 O ¼ 1:59 eV.

FIG. 1 (color online). HSE single-particle level offsets from
split
tet
, Ooct
the VBM of VCu , VCu
i , and Oi .
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TABLE I. Formation energies Hf ðD; 0Þ in Cu-rich–O-poor conditions, single-particle (eigenvalue) levels for the hole states, and
acceptor transition levels, D ð0=  1Þ for the four calculated p-type defects in Cu2 O.

This work
GGA [22]
GGA [23]
GGA [24]

VCu

Hf ðDÞ (eV)
split
VCu
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i
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i

VCu

1.15
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FIG. 2 (color online). HSE ( ¼ 27:5%) hole density for VCu
in Cu2 O. The red and yellow spheres denote O and Cu, respec 3 .
tively. The blue isosurface is shown at 0:05e A

VCu

all conditions and are therefore the likely cause of hole
carriers in Cu2 O.
The calculated ð0=Þ transition levels for Vsplit
(0.47 eV) and for VCu (0.22 eV) are in excellent agreement
with the trap levels reported in the DLTS study of Paul
et al. [19] at 0.45 and 0.25 eV above the VBM, and with
those in a more recent DLTS study of Cu2 O by the same
authors that finds trap levels at 0.5 and 0.21 eV [39]. That
two distinct hole traps are found in DLTS spectra is explained by the similar formation energies of the Vsplit and
VCu and their differing transition levels. The calculated
transition levels of the oxygen interstitials are ultra deep,
with the ð0=Þ transition levels at 1.08 and 1.28 eV, and
the ð=  2Þ transition levels 1.36 and 1.98 eV above the
tet
VBM for the Ooct
i and Oi respectively. The suggestion by
Raebiger et al. that Oi could be the source of the deeper
trap levels (0.45 eV) is shown to be an artifact of the
inability of GGA to describe the polaronic states of Cu2 O
properly [23], and we conclude that oxygen interstitials do
not contribute to p-type conductivity in Cu2 O, as defect
formation is energetically disfavored and the transition
levels are too deep.
Conclusions.—The results presented assign the two trap
levels reported in DLTS studies of Cu2 O to the ð0=Þ
transition levels of VCu and Vsplit . The polaronic nature of
Cu2 O is correctly described for the first time in a DFT

Formation Energy (eV)

state for VCu is localized on the six copper ions bonded to
the two three-coordinate oxygens, with some hole density
split
residing on the two oxygens themselves. The VCu
hole
state is strongly localized on the copper that moves towards
the vacancy, and has Cu d character, with some mixing
with the 2p states on the four oxygens tetrahedrally coordinated around the central Cu; Fig. 2. The hole states for
tet
both Ooct
i and Oi are localized mainly on the interstitial
oxygen and the surrounding Cu ions. In all cases, the defect
centers are localized polarons, in contrast to the delocalized hole states predicted by GGA calculations [22,23].
Defect energetics and transition levels.—Figure 3(a) and
Table I give the calculated formation enthalpies of all the
intrinsic p-type defects calculated for Cu2 O in different
charge states for Cu-rich–O-poor conditions. Under Cusplit
has the lowest formation enthalpy of
rich conditions VCu
all the defects investigated, with the formation energy of
VCu only 0.01 eV greater. This agrees with the LDA study
split
to be most stable [25], and
of Wright et al. who found VCu
is at variance with all previous GGA calculations [22–24].
Formation enthalpies for both VCu and Oi are lowered
under Cu-poor–O-rich conditions [Fig. 3(b)], with the
trend in formation energies unchanged. Copper vacancies
split
) have the lowest formation energies under
(VCu and VCu
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FIG. 3 (color online). Formation energies for intrinsic p-type
defects in Cu2 O in (a) Cu-rich–O-poor conditions and
(b) Cu-poor–O-rich conditions. The solid dots denote the transition levels ðq=q0 Þ. The dotted and the dashed lines indicate the
position of traps A and B from the DLTS study of Paul et al.
[19].
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study, with relatively deep single-particle levels found for
all p-type defects. This can help explain the poor performance of Cu2 O thin-film solar cells; these deep acceptor
levels will pin the Fermi level in the band gap, resulting in
the extremely low open circuit voltages of 0.0–0.4 eV
observed [40,41].
Hybrid-DFT reveals a qualitatively different description
for defect properties in Cu2 O, which fully explains the
nature of the experimentally observed hole traps. This
confirms that LDA and GGA functionals are inappropriate
for modeling this system. Furthermore, since conduction in
Cu-based TCOs is known to be similarly polaronic [42–
44], it is likely that hybrid functionals will be necessary for
modeling these materials. This new understanding of localized behavior in these Cu(I)-based materials should
serve as a guide to theoreticians and experimentalists
alike who treat Cu(I)-based oxide materials as classical
semiconductors.
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